Driving Membership
Acquisition and Retention
for Automobile Enthusiast
Community through
Platform Re-engineering
The Client
One of the largest automobile enthusiast community in the world.
Welcomes current owners, aspiring owners, and lessees of all the
global automobile marque makes and models -- from classics to
contemporary cars to join their global network. Located in Colorado

The Challenges
Business challenges
Logical ﬂaws in businesscritical workﬂows
Cumbersome membership
join/renewal processes
Higher member churn rate
Challenges in customer
acquisition

Springs, CO, the association has more than 25,000 members in 85
chapters throughout North America.

The Goal
The customer wanted to stabilize and improve their existing business
critical workﬂows in their complex digital ecosystem
To simplify membership, join and renewal processes by
building a stable and innovation friendly platform
To reduce turnaround time for launching new features,
ﬁxing issues, and enhancing user experience
To reduce cost of maintenance

Technical challenges
Unstable platform
Lack of scalability
Legacy/uncleaned data
Poor user experience
Non-responsive and poorly
performing website

To improve collaboration with customer stakeholders

Tightly coupled architecture

Ameex’s Solutions
Platform Stabilization - Fixed issues and ﬂaws in
business-critical workﬂows such as membership joins,
renewals, reports, and stabilized platform
Auto Renew - Built ability to auto renew to improve customer
retention
Membership Promotions – Built ability to oﬀer additional
membership days for members who renew within a time frame
Rebate & Incentives – Built a rebate feature that allows
members to get rebate on their automobile purchase
Membership card – Ability to built membership cards from
member proﬁle
Outcome driven agile implementation - Committing to
business & technical metrics
Digital Marketing – Helped in overall digital marketing
campaign management
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Some of our esteemed Clients

Ameex Technologies is a digital transformation partner delivering content
and personalized commerce solutions, fuelling the transformation in digital
experiences. We help you build and deliver integrated, optimized user
experience across all digital touchpoints, all audiences, with the customer at
the centre, and throughout the customer engagement journey.
Our approach to digital transformation is one that balances competing
priorities and strategies that is much more than just the technologies used.
Backed by deep analytics, Ameex delivers content through various platforms
such as web mobile, IoT which are highly scalable and easy to maintain
providing cost-effective solutions that accelerate growth.
Ameex Technologies Corp HQ
1701 E Woodﬁeld Rd, Suite 710 Schaumburg, IL 60173
1-847-563-3074
info@ameexusa.com
Other Locations
Newyork | Colorado | Alabama | Singapore | India
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